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Precautions

• Maintenance must be done at least once a year or every 500 horses

• Do not use this handpiece for something else than its intended purpose

• Disassembly of the flexxidisc’s head will void the warranty

The different models

MODEL CURVED TWIST STRAIGHT LENGTH (CM)

LONG a a 54

STANDARD a
(with or without extension)

a
(with or without extension)

32

SHORT a 18

DIFFERENT SHAPES & SIZES 
ADAPTED TO ALL DENTAL PRACTICES
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FOR ANY PROBLEM, PLEASE CONTACT
THE OFFICIAL TECHNICAL CENTER
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HOW TO TURN THE TWIST HEAD (curved model)

Step n°1

Hold both head + ring and pull 

strongly outward.

Step n°2

Turn gently and release.

Step n°3

The head is correctly positioned 

when it reaches the notch 

and you hear a click.
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Diamond burrs

1. Start the motor with the handpiece attached

2. Run it at high speed with the head pointing down to remove 

 any remaining water

3. Clean the diamond burr by running it over the HDE stainless steel brush

4. Continue until the remains of dentine have completely disappeared

5. Clean with a cloth moistened with clean water and a disinfectant

6. Thoroughly dry with a clean, soft cloth

7. Store the burr in its dedicated place within your clean, dry case

The burr is resistant to water projection, do not fully immerse in water

Always use clean water without corrosive nor abrasive products

Only use the HDE stainless steel brush

CLEANING RECOMMENDATIONS
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CLEANING RECOMMENDATIONS

Drive shafts

1. Clean the outside sheath with a damp sponge

2. Dry thoroughly with a clean, soft cloth

3. When finished working, detach the drive shaft from the motor 

 and the handpiece

4. Store the drive shaft in your clean, dry case

Ensure not to bend the drive shaft in an excessive radius of curvature

Motor

1. Turn off the motor before cleaning

2. Clean the motor with a damp sponge

3. Thoroughly dry the motor with a clean, soft cloth

4. Store the motor in your clean, dry case

Case

1. Clean the case with a damp sponge

2. Thoroughly dry the case with a clean, soft cloth

3. Store in a clean and well ventilated place

Make sure the case is opened from time to time, to ensure your equipment 

is well ventilated
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Advantage n°1

An efficient floating of the

sharp enamel points thanks

to its diamond disc.

Advantage n°2

The very slim head & body profile 

allows an easy access, far into the 

mouth.

The curved shape allows to see 

the disc working on the teeth, 

especially when working on the 

vestibular part.

Advantage n°3

Its rubber handle offers

optimized confort and grip. 


